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Introduction 
 
Most of the video’s linked here use Protools. The techniques should be fine for 
most if not all good DAW’s on the market.  
Please record everything at 48kHz, 24 bit.  

 

Drums  

 
This will depend on where you are recording and what sort of mics you are using. Here’s a 
good video about how to prepare your drums 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5598bG2RgI and here is a video about mic placement 
and techniques: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFXqcEtyWkA. The main thing to 
remember is tuning, timing as well as the performance, please, please play to a metronome. 
Use new beater heads (and resonant heads if possible) and sticks etc and try to keep any 
erroneous sounds out, especially when using condenser mics. Don’t be afraid to use EQ 
techniques to bring out the best qualities of drum, overhead and room mic. Then you will 
need to edit the drums. We edit as a part of our recording session, plus if you do it yourself 
you will save money, unless you really don’t want to do the editing, we’re happy to do them 
for you but there will be an extra charge for this service. Here’s a good video on editing 
drums: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjuS2Zf3aSE.  
Please let us know which drum kit and cymbals you are using.  
 

Bass: 
 
Please record an amplified and a Dry or DI version. When recording the amp please use a 
large diaphragm dynamic mic (these will capture low end better), also a small diaphragm can 
work well when blended with the large diaphragm. Try to create a “dead” space around the 
speaker cab, baffles, if you have any or use blankets and pillows. Here’s a good video on 
recording Bass: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cqdOEntvkE. The most important 
thing to remember here is tuning, timing as well as performance. Please play to a metronome 
and then edit to the grid. Here’s a good video that should help: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjq9WeY2Byg.  
Please let us know which Amp and pedals you are using.  
 

Guitars:  
 
Please record an amplified and a Dry or DI version.  
Here’s a great video on how to record guitars: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cE760CKgyLM and here’s a great video on what to 
avoid when recording guitars: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvRAL_q3csk (sorry the 
guy in these video’s is really annoying but the information is good). The most important 
thing to remember here is tuning, timing as well as performance. Please play to a metronome 
and then edit to the grid. Try to create a “dead” space around the speaker cab, use baffles, if 
you have any, or blankets and pillows. It’s important to get the guitars really tight so here’s a 
great video on editing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMnasjWBbsc.  
Please let us know which Amp and pedals you are using. 
  



Vocals:  

 
When it comes to recording vocals the two biggest problems are erroneous noises and 
unwanted reverb. Erroneous noises can be easily taken care of by closing doors, windows, 
and curtains. Also, make sure loud appliances are switched off, the last thing you need is the 
washing machines spin circle in the best performance you’ve ever done. Unwanted or to 
much reverb is a bit more difficult to eradicate. We want to be able to control and shape the 
reverb in the mix, so if there’s too much in the recording, we can’t shape the reverb to fit the 
mix. We recommend finding a smallish space and filling the space with as much soft 
furnishings as possible, blankets, towels, pillows, etc... I would try to use a dynamic mic; 
condensers will pick up a lot more of the room. Use a pop shield and a reflection filter if you 
can get one. Here’s a video on recording metal vocals: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wwEnJAztBA. Timing and performance are super 
important so here is a video on editing vocals: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiCELyfIWT4.  

Preparing Tracks for Mixing  
 
Once you have everything recorded you need to send the files.  

1. Please make a note of the songs BMP (Beats Per Minute) and time signature,  
2. Please number all tracks consecutively, across all instruments,  
3. Please name the tracks according to instrument and NOT musician,  
4. Please make sure the files are .wav files,  
5. Please send tracks as individual files,  
6. Please make sure that ALL tracks are consolidated and bounced down at bar 1 or 0 

second; start point,  
7. Please keep the individual tracks in their original mono or stereo formats, 
8. Print your MIDI. Include your MIDI file as a reference but be sure to print all MIDI 

and virtual instruments as audio files.  
 
Here’s a great video on how to prepare tracks for mixing: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbqsBXivNds. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiCELyfIWT4

